
The history of the great British panto
P

antomime is a type of
theatre production with
music and comedy de-
signed for family enter-
tainment, writes Calum
Fraser. It was developed

in England and influenced by 15th
century Italian theatre.
The panto became strongly

linked with Christmas around the
1800s, when children started at-
tending shows around London,
principally to see the Harle-
quinade.
The Harlequinade is the part of

a pantomime in which the harle-
quin and clown play the principal
parts and are chased around the
theatre.
Pantomime storylines and

scripts usually make no direct ref-
erence to Christmas, and are al-
most always based on traditional
children’s stories, particularly the
fairy tales of Charles Perrault,
Joseph Jacobs, Hans Christian
Andersen and the Brothers
Grimm.
Some of the most popular pan-

tomime stories includeCinderella,
Aladdin, Dick Whittington and
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
as well as Jack and the Beanstalk,
Peter Pan, Puss in Boots and Sleep-

ing Beauty.
Other traditional stories include

Mother Goose, Beauty and the
Beast, Robinson Crusoe, The Wiz-
ard of Oz, Babes in the Wood (com-
bined with elements of Robin
Hood), Little Red Riding Hood,
Goldilocks and the Three Bears,
Sinbad, St George and the Dragon,
Bluebeard,The LittleMermaid and
Thumbelina.
While the familiarity of the au-

diencewith the original children’s
story is generally assumed, plot
lines are almost always adapted
for comic or satirical effect, and
characters and situations from
other stories are often interpolated
into the plot.
For instance, pantomime ver-

sions of Aladdin may include ele-
ments fromAli Baba and the Forty
Thieves or other Arabian Nights
tales; while Jack and the Beanstalk
might include references to nurs-
ery rhymes and other children’s
stories involving characters called
Jack, such as Jack and Jill.
Certain familiar scenes, like the

Harlequinade, tend to recur, re-
gardless of plot relevance, and
highly unlikely resolution of the
plot is common. Straight retellings
of the original stories are rare.
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